
Week 5 Homework
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February 6, 2007

1 Serway C17.5

The car battery has some internal resistance (which doesn’t change, since it’s
a property of the battery). The starter draws a large current from the battery,
which causes a very large voltage drop across the internal resistance of the
battery. This leaves less voltage for things like the headlights, since the voltage
drop across an entire closed loop must still be zero. This reduced voltage across
the headlights causes them to dim.

2 Serway C17.7

Batteries can be placed in many different circuits (remote controls, Furbies,
Aquatine Hunger Force ads, etc.) which all may have different resistances.
Because we don’t know the resistance in the circuit the battery will be used, we
don’t know the current it will produce. Appliances, on the other hand, have a
given resistance, so we can calculate the current.

3 Serway C17.9

Although connecting batteries in parallel doesn’t increase the voltage, it does
increase the ability to output current (and therefore, since P=IV, power).

4 Serway C17.19

So long as the parachutist does not bridge a gap between a high and low voltage,
she will not be electrocuted. Therefore, when she holds only the power line, she
is safe. However, if she holds the power line while touching the ground, she
completes the circuit, and will be hurt.

5 Serway C17.21

b) When the switch is closed, current has an easy way to make it back to the
battery (by bypassing lamp C), so that’s the way the current goes. Correspond-
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ingly, lamp C goes out (zero intensity).

d) Since there is no current through lamp C, the voltage drop across lamp
C is also 0. Therefore, the voltage drops across A and B must increase so that
the net voltage drop for the circuit is still 0.

a) Because the voltages across A and B increase, the power dissipated by each
of them increases. Therefore, their intensities increase as well.

c) Because the total resistance of the circuit goes down, but the voltage drop
across the circuit is the same, the current in the circuit goes up.

e) We can tell that the power increases because P = IV = V 2/R. The volt-
age drop across the circuit doesn’t change when closing the switch, but the net
resistance decreases. Therefore the total power dissipated increases.
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